Quality flooring
straight from China into your warehouse

www.chinalinkflooring.com
About Us

Welcome to China Link Flooring!

We are a specialized supplier of Chinese wood and laminate flooring, panels, doors and ironmongery. We ship container loads from China to clients around the world.

China Link’s distinct advantages are:

**China Knowledge.** We reside in key Chinese production areas (Beijing, Dalian, Changchun, Shanghai, Wenzhou).

**Western Background.** Our management is European and American, so we share our clients’ values and concerns.

**Quality Assurance.** We inspect and record every container prior to shipment. We money-back guarantee our products.

**Warehouse Delivery.** We deliver from China straight into our clients’ warehouse, sparing them of any inconvenience associated with importing.

**Company Values.** We are honest, hard working and eager to obtain results. We regard clients as partners.


Kind regards.

Pedro Medina  Farnam Sharifi  Gustavo Fox-Miyashima
Solid Wood Flooring

Product Details

**Structure:** Full solid or three ply solid

**Length (in 100 mm increments):** 300-1800 mm (average 800 mm) and 1800 mm fixed length options

**Width:** 90 mm, 120 mm, 130 mm, 150 mm and 180 mm

**Thickness:** 18 mm, 19 mm and 20 mm

**Grades:** Mixed, Prime, Rustic, Antique and Wire Brushed

**Moisture content:** 8-12%

Varnish

UV varnish, UV oil and natural oil

Packaging

Moisture and impact resistant

Client’s details can be printed on cartons

Ordering Details

**Minimum Order:** a 20’ container (about 1,000 m²)

**Delivery Time:** about 8 weeks

Guarantee

10 year guarantee on the varnish and the plank structure

China Link money-back guarantees its products if they are found to have manufacturing defects. Please refer to our Quality Guarantee for more information.
Engineered Wood Flooring

Product Details

One, two or three strips
**Overall Thickness:** 10 mm, 14 mm, 14.5 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm and 22 mm
**Grades:** Nature, Rustic, Extra Rustic, Antique and Torched
**Joints:** T&G, Snap, Unilin and Valinge
**Moisture Content:** 7-9%

Glue and Varnish

Klumpp, Treffert or Crown varnish in matt or bright finish
Dynea glue which meets European E1 standards

Packaging

Moisture and impact resistant
Client’s details can be printed on cartons

Ordering Details

**Minimum Order:** a 40’ container (about 3,000 m²)
**Delivery Time:** about 10 weeks

Guarantee

10 year guarantee on the varnish and the plank structure
China Link money-back guarantees its products if they are found to have manufacturing defects. Please refer to our Quality Guarantee for more information.
Laminate Flooring

Product Details

One, two or three strips

**Overall Thickness:** 7 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm
(with 2 mm silent underlay) and 12 mm

**Grades:** AC3-31, AC4-32

**Moisture Content:** 7-9%

**Surfaces:** mirror, crystal, emboss, hand scraped

Overlay and Abrasion Resistance

45 gr. for AC3-31; **Abrasion Resistance:** $\geq 6000$ r

62 gr. for AC4-32; **Abrasion Resistance:** $\geq 9000$ r

Formaldehyde emission content which meets European E1 standards

Packaging

Moisture and impact resistant

Client's details can be printed on cartons

Ordering Details

**Minimum Order:** a 20’ container (about 3,000 m²)

**Delivery Time:** about 10 weeks

Guarantee

15 year guarantee on the abrasion resistance

China Link money-back guarantees its products if they are found to have manufacturing defects. Please refer to our Quality Guarantee for more information
Wood Flooring
Quality Inspection

China Link randomly selects the cartons to be inspected.

China Link verifies moisture content as it affects plank stability.

China Link tests varnish hardness as it affects scratch resistance.

China Link tests varnish adherence as it affects resistance against flaking.

China Link verifies varnish brightness is in accordance with the client's specification.

China Link precision measures each plank and its component parts.

China Link completes its inspection report and determines the adequacy of the product to the contract.
China Link randomly selects the cartons to be inspected.

China Link verifies moisture content as it affects plank stability.

China Link verifies brightness is in accordance with the client’s specification.

China Link precision measures each plank.

China Link tests abrasion resistance as it affects scratch resistance.

China Link tests thickness swelling as it affects stability in the presence of moisture.

China Link completes its inspection report and determines the adequacy of the product to the contract.